Sharing the Studio: How Creative Livestreaming can Inspire, Educate, and Engage
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Figure 1. Examples of creative livestreams on Twitch, YouTube, and Facebook. Artists stream videos of themselves working on creative projects\textsuperscript{1}.

ABSTRACT

Many artists livestream their creative process, allowing viewers to learn and be inspired from the decisions – and mistakes – they make along the way. This paper presents the first broad look at the range of creative activities people stream. Through content analysis of livestream archives, interviews with 8 streamers, and online surveys with 165 viewers, we study current practices and challenges in creative livestream communities and compare them with prior observations of livestreaming in other domains. We observed four common types of creative livestreams: teaching, making, socializing, and performing. We identify three open questions for the research community around how to better support the goals of creative streamers and viewers: how to support richer audience interactions at scale, how to support all parts of the creative process, and how to support watching livestream archives.
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INTRODUCTION

Artists communicate and share their creative work through online & on-land galleries, communities, and social media \cite{11}. Some also share works-in-progress, how-to tutorials, and videos describing the process that leads them to a final product. Prior work has shown that seeing and sharing the creative process is beneficial for creativity \cite{11}. However, these highly curated windows into process require time and effort for the creators to produce and share.

Many artists have begun to broadcast live video as they work on graphic design, crafting, drawing, or music through platforms like Twitch and YouTube\textsuperscript{2}. Livestreaming allows creators to share their unedited process \textit{while} they work. These videos usually feature the artist’s workspace, a view of their face, and their audio narration as they work (Figure 1). Viewers get an inside look into the creative process, learning from artists’ decisions, mistakes, and surprises \cite{2, 5}. Some also interact with artists directly via text chat. Communities have formed around creative livestreaming, including dedicated platforms such as Picarto\textsuperscript{3}. Livestreaming democratizes the studio-apprentice model, enabling anyone to see experts’ in-context choices by working alongside them \cite{23}.

This paper seeks to understand what makes creative livestreaming so appealing for those who stream and those who watch. We provide the first broad look at the range of creative activities people stream. Perhaps the three most popular genres for livestreams are video gaming \cite{6, 12, 20, 26}, programming \cite{2, 4}, and lifestyle \cite{17, 28}. This paper looks at the use of livestreaming to share the process behind creating an original artifact. We use Twitch’s definition of creative work: “visual art, woodworking, costume creation, prop building, music composition, or any other process in which you entertain and connect around a creative activity” \cite{19}. These activities focus on creating a novel artifact, unlike typical video games or lifestyle streaming.

We explore three main questions:

1. \textbf{What are creative livestreams?} For a general sketch of creative livestreams, we present a content analysis of a

\begin{itemize}
\item twitch.tv, youtube.com
\item picarto.tv
\end{itemize}
sample of livestreams that illustrates the range of content people stream and the different types of creative livestreams.

2. Why and how do people stream creative work? Which parts of their process do they stream? To understand streamers’ motivations, processes, and challenges, we present findings from interviews with 8 creative livestreamers and compare their experiences with streamers in other domains.

3. Why do people watch creative livestreams? To understand the audience these streamers reach, we present findings from three online surveys with 165 viewers that highlight learning and inspiration as key motivators, with entertainment and community close behind.

We found that viewers often seek to learn and be inspired from creative livestreams. Notably, inspiration is a much more prominent theme compared with prior work in other livestreaming domains such as gaming. However, many streaming platforms are not designed to support these goals. Audience engagement is particularly important for streamers, but can be difficult to achieve because of the conflicting goals different viewers may have and the deep focus creative work often requires.

WHAT ARE CREATIVE LIVESTREAMS?
Popular livestreaming platforms include Twitch, YouTube, Facebook, Instagram, and Periscope. Picarto, a livestreaming platform dedicated to creative work, launched in 2013. Twitch launched its Creative category in 2015 [19]. To deal with its explosion in popularity, Twitch replaced the Creative category with six more-specific categories in September 2018: Art, Music & Performing Arts, Science & Technology, Beauty & Body Art, Food & Drink, and Makers & Crafting [21]. Creative livestreams also appear on many other platforms, but often without a distinct category. For example, many creative streams on YouTube are categorized as Education, How-to & Style, or even Gaming.

Livestream videos (Figure 2) typically show the artist’s full screen (when working on a computer) or workspace (for physical work) and a camera view of their face. Livestreams usually also feature a live chat, allowing viewers to communicate with each other and the artist.

To learn more about creative livestreams, we studied two popular platforms: Twitch and YouTube. As these large platforms cover many types of content, we narrowed our investigation to the Creative category on Twitch and the Adobe Live video series on YouTube. Through this, we see how streams and communities differ across platforms.

Creative livestreams on Twitch: Content analysis
To better understand the format and content of creative livestreams, we analyzed a sample of videos on Twitch, one of the most popular platforms for livestreaming. For each creative category, we gathered aggregate metrics about streamers and viewers. We watched and took notes on a sample of 29 videos. We identified four common types of creative livestreams that will appear throughout the paper: Teaching, Making, Socializing, and Performance.

Methodology
To measure the popularity and activity in each of the six creative categories, we queried the Twitch API 4 times a day for 7 days to obtain the number of currently-live streams and number of currently-watching viewers in each category.

We also used the Twitch API to download metadata about the videos in each category (limited to top 600) and randomly selected 50 archived English livestream videos. Four annotators (including the first author) watched each of these videos. Ten videos were not available for viewing and thus excluded (either because their archive expired between being downloaded and being annotated, or because they were only available to subscribers of a channel). Another 11 videos were excluded as they showed video games, TV show reruns, or live event coverage. While these videos were categorized as creative on Twitch, they did not reflect our definition of creative work, namely the creation of a novel artifact. This yielded 29 videos. For each, annotators took notes in a structured spreadsheet on the content presented, camera setup, overall structure of the stream, artist’s presentation style, and chat activity.

While this sample does not capture all types of creative activities one might livestream, our hope is that by analyzing a set of canonically creative activities we can shed light on a broader set of activities that might also have a creative component (e.g., video games that involve creating artifacts).

Results: Most streamers focus on work & engage with viewers
Table 1 shows overall metrics for the creative categories on Twitch. The most popular categories by far are Art and Music & Performing Arts. The category with the most viewers watching per stream is Food & Drink, likely because there

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Avg. # livestreams</th>
<th>Avg. # live viewers</th>
<th>Avg. # viewers / stream</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Art</td>
<td>339</td>
<td>6417</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beauty &amp; Body Art</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food &amp; Drink</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1088</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Makers &amp; Crafting</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>680</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music &amp; Performing Arts</td>
<td>286</td>
<td>6681</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science &amp; Technology</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>1155</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Summary of popularity of Twitch’s creative livestream categories. The number of currently-live streams and currently-watching viewers were collected 4 times a day for a week and then averaged.
are fewer streams to choose from relative to the number of interested viewers. These communities are small relative to the most popular games; for example, the game Fortnite has between 5,000 and 10,000 streams live on Twitch at any given time, with around 100,000 total viewers watching.

The videos span a range of creative activities (Table 2). The average video length was 3h46m, not including time spent gaming – a few artists combined both creative work and video gaming into one stream, spending the first part on creative work then switching to gaming when they were finished. The shortest video was 1h3m; the longest was 7h56m. These videos are notably longer than most non-livestream videos.

Almost all videos contained either a screen cast view for work being done on a computer (13/29) or a camera view for physical work (15/29). One showed a distant camera view of the artist producing music in a studio. Most (26/29) showed the artist's face: in 10 as part of the main camera feed, and 16 as a separate feed overlaid in a corner (as in Figure 2). Almost all artists (27/29) talked out loud while streaming; of the two silent streamers, one occasionally posted in the chat. Most artists talked about a mix of their work and other topics (18/29). Some talked only about their work (9), or only about other topics (1). One was a variety show, so the talking was the work. Many videos (19/29) included background music.

Most artists engaged with the chat at least sometimes (24/29). 18 artists engaged frequently with the chat, and 6 occasionally. Three videos did not show a chat replay despite the artist referring to the chat; we assume it was not saved or had been hidden. In all 26 remaining videos, viewers asked questions at least occasionally, or in some videos (9/26) frequently. In half of these videos, all chat questions appeared to get answered; in the rest, some (7/13) or many (4/13) questions went unanswered. In 2 videos, most chat questions were answered by other viewers or moderators in the chat.

Four common types of creative livestreams
We identified four common types of creative livestreams. We also observed these in interviews with streamers in the next section. Sjöblom et al. [27] offer a similar characterization of video game livestreams; we found some key differences and fewer overall types of structures. Table 2 shows the primary type of each stream in our sample set. These are general high-level trends; some streams bridge multiple types.

Teaching streams have an instructional focus, where the streamer is educating the viewers. These include step-by-step how-to demonstrations of tasks such as cooking a recipe, producing a photo-editing effect, or creating DIY costumes. Other examples include critiquing others’ work, answering viewers’ questions, or explaining a topic.

Making streams focus primarily on creative work and process, but not explicit teaching. These include an artist silently drawing, a streamer attempting a new task they have not tried before and talking their way through it, and an artist making pottery and describing what they are doing but not how.

Socializing streams feature the streamer chatting casually with viewers, often while working on a project, such as makeup or sewing (but the project is not the main focus). These are often described as “chill” streams. Socializing streams often have tight-knit communities; the streamer will recognize the names of viewers in the chat and ask them how they are doing.

Performing streams feature the artist performing their work. Naturally, these mostly include performative arts like music and acting (e.g., as opposed to drawing). Like with Making, the focus is on the artist’s work; in this case the artist does not talk about what they are doing, they just do it. Performing streams differ from non-live recordings in that they often take a more casual improvisational form, rather than scripted performance (e.g., musical “jam sessions” or improv acting).

Within each type, the amount of interaction between the streamer and the audience varies. Some streamers hold “request streams” or “Q&A streams”, where the content and flow are determined by audience requests or questions, respectively. Some hold contests or games. A request stream could have audience members requesting songs for a Performing stream, a topic for a Teaching stream, or a particular artifact for the artist to make in a Making or Socializing stream.

Creative livestreams go professional
While many livestreams are run by individuals, professionally-run livestreams are also growing in popularity. Adobe, a company that produces creative software, hosts livestreams on a regular schedule multiple times a week4. These can be viewed on Behance or on Adobe’s Creative Cloud YouTube channel. They host two livestream series: Adobe Live is a Making stream that happens for 6 hours (three 2-hour sessions) three days a week, and it features guest artists usually hosted by someone who works at Adobe. Daily Creative Challenges.

---

4behance.net/live
Adobe Live differs from most streams by featuring two people. Typically there is a host and an guest artist (Figure 3), but sometimes two artists work together. Adobe hosts different artists every week across a range of creative disciplines (e.g., graphic design, UX design, photography, video editing). Typically, the host moderates the stream, responding to chat messages and passing on questions from viewers to the artist so that the artist can focus on their work. When the stream includes two artists, they trade off hosting. The featured artists are usually practitioners, not teachers; their work mainly serves as inspirational demonstrations, while also giving the community a chance to engage with questions and comments.

The Daily Creative Challenges series features one person who both reads chat messages and provides a short tutorial on a software technique. These livestreams are part of Adobe’s Creative Challenges, which are contests that encourage people to use Adobe software and submit design work for prizes⁶. These streams are 30 minutes long – this is short for a livestream – and focus on instruction: explaining the challenge of the day and teaching viewers the skill of the day.

WHY & HOW DO PEOPLE STREAM CREATIVE WORK?
What motivates people to livestream creative work? What challenges do they encounter in the process, and how do these compare with streamers in other domains? We interviewed 8 creative livestreamers and found that streamers were primarily motivated by sharing and engaging with their audience. However, they find it difficult to connect with their audience while focusing on their work. Additionally, for many, livestreaming requires significant effort and behind-the-scenes preparation.

Interview methodology
We recruited 8 streamers (4 male, 4 female, ages 20-45) from personal and professional connections for one-hour semi-structured interviews. We interviewed people across creative disciplines and experience with streaming (Table 3). We asked participants about their current position and background, process and motivation for streaming, challenges and successes they have experienced, and strategies for engaging with their audience. Three of the participants also host for Adobe Live; we asked them about their experience hosting as well as streaming. We took notes and recorded every interview, and analyzed them by comparing participants’ answers and identifying common patterns. Interviews were conducted over video chat (4), audio chat (2), or in person (2). Each participant received a $15 gift card for their time.

About the streamers
P1 is a freelance artist who began streaming her work full-time on Twitch in 2016. For the first two years, she streamed for 20-25 hours a week and spent the rest of her time on stream-related preparation. At this commitment level, streaming was her primary source of income. Income on platforms like Twitch mainly derives from ad revenue, viewer subscriptions, and donations. Over time, this became exhausting and felt unsustainable. P1 took a break, and now streams casually 3 times a week but not as a primary source of income. Her livestream setup includes a camera view of her face, a screenshot of her work, a Stream Deck (Figure 4), and two monitors for her to see chat activity and other information.

P2 is a video editor and creator who has been making video tutorials on photo and video editing for about 7 years. He hosts a podcast where he interviews people about their creative approach and life stories. He has tried Periscope, and began streaming on YouTube when it enabled mobile streaming in 2017: casual streaming was on the rise. Occasionally he livestreams on YouTube or Instagram, answering viewer questions, teaching a particular topic, analyzing a popular video, or critiquing viewers’ work. His setup comprises a camera view of his face, a screenshot of his work, and a large monitor for him to see chat activity and other information.

P3 is a musician who livestreams on Facebook and Instagram (with three band members). Her streams are spontaneous and improvisational; the quartet does not play together regularly but they have a fan base that they stream to whenever they are together. These livestreams require little setup; they are broadcast from a single mobile phone either held by a friend or propped up. She also occasionally livestreams product reviews and behind-the-scenes views of her shows.

Figure 3. The Adobe Live series features a guest artist (bottom left) and a host (bottom right). The artist is working on a digital drawing, and the host is looking up at the live chat feed, engaging with the audience (youtu.be/ytDMQhQg_1uE).

Figure 4. The Stream Deck is a programmable control pad used by many streamers, including P1, for easy access to common shortcuts and actions. It integrates with Open Broadcaster Software (OBS), a program used by many streamers to host their livestreams (elgato.com/en/gaming/stream-deck).
P4 and P5 are hobby artists who stream digital drawing about once a month on Twitch. They both started livestreaming 2 or 3 years ago. P5 used to stream on Picarto, and moved to Twitch about a month ago because it was easier to use and tends to attract more viewers as a better-known platform. P5 rarely talks out loud during her streams (only when nobody else is home) and P4 never does. Instead, they engage with viewers by typing in the chat. Neither shows their face when streaming; their setups include only a screencast of their drawing window.

P6, P7, and P8 stream as part of their jobs at Adobe by hosting artists, streaming their own work, and teaching Adobe products. P6 has been making video tutorials on photo editing for over 10 years. He briefly tried streaming on Twitch but found that his audience did not transfer over to the new platform. He has been streaming with Adobe for approximately 6 months. P7 taught courses and training programs on design and illustration software for many years. He has been working at Adobe for 9 years, and streaming with Adobe for about 4 years. P8 is a designer and trained illustrator and has been streaming with Adobe for 4 years. Before joining Adobe, she used to occasionally stream her art process on Twitch. By virtue of livestreaming professionally, all three participants have fairly sophisticated technology setups, including a camera view of their face in front of a green screen, a screencast of their computer, several displays for them to see chat activity and other information, and sometimes additional cameras (Figure 5).

Findings

Audience engagement is a primary goal for streamers

Like with gaming [6, 20] and culture-sharing [15] livestreams, audience engagement is important to creative streamers. All participants said they engage with their audience during streams, despite their different personalities and streaming styles. When asked about their main motivation for livestreaming, participants mentioned creating a space for people to hang out together, building an audience, sharing their process with others, and engaging in meaningful conversations.

When asked for an example of a rewarding or enjoyable moment, every participant mentioned audience engagement in some way. Three participants mentioned feeling rewarded by gratitude from viewers for inspiration and community. This inspiration goes both ways: P5 mentioned that she has received valuable feedback from a viewer that helped improve her own work. Two participants valued that “there's something more authentic about [livestreaming] ... it allows me to just be myself more authentically and people can pick up on that, they can understand what you're really about in a way that you just can't express via [other modalities]” (P2). “There are really no mistakes, there's just honesty” (P3).

A key difference between gaming and creative livestreams affecting engagement is the scale of the audience. The average live audience size for our participants ranged from about 5 to 1000, with most sitting at the lower end. Popular streamers of video games such as Fortnite or League of Legends often average audiences of between 2000 and 40,000. This means that creative streamers often feel a tighter personal connection with their viewers, while viewers of gaming streams tend to mostly interact with each other, as the chat goes too quickly for the streamer to keep up [9, 12].

P7 expressed a desire to offer the audience more diverse interactive experiences beyond just text chat. Currently, gaming livestreams sometimes host “audience participation games” [3]. P1 often organizes games during livestreams, such as contests with prizes, voting on what she should do next, or “prompt games” where viewers contribute ideas. P4 did a “request stream”, where he drew whatever viewers requested, and P2 often runs Q&A-form streams, where he will open an application and just let the audience ask questions. As he put it, “I want to do what they want to do.” Adobe Live often has giveaways for audience participation, and Adobe hosts a Daily Creative Challenge. This kind of engagement “make[s] it a collaborative thing” (P6), increasing audience investment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Content</th>
<th>Skill</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Platform</th>
<th>Primary type</th>
<th>Moderators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1 Freelance Digital Illustrator</td>
<td>Digital Illustration</td>
<td>Expert</td>
<td>3 times / week</td>
<td>Twitch</td>
<td>Making</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2 Video Editor &amp; Educational Content Maker</td>
<td>Q&amp;A, Analyzing Videos</td>
<td>Expert</td>
<td>Occasional</td>
<td>YouTube, Instagram</td>
<td>Teaching</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3 Artist / Musician</td>
<td>Music Improvisation</td>
<td>Expert</td>
<td>Occasional</td>
<td>Facebook, Instagram</td>
<td>Performing</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4 Drawing Hobbyist</td>
<td>Digital Drawing</td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Monthly</td>
<td>Twitch, previously Picarto</td>
<td>Making</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5 Drawing Hobbyist</td>
<td>Digital Drawing</td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Monthly</td>
<td>YouTube, Facebook, previously Twitch</td>
<td>Making</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6 Adobe XD Evangelist</td>
<td>UX Design</td>
<td>Expert</td>
<td>Daily - Weekly</td>
<td>YouTube, Periscope, Facebook</td>
<td>Teaching/Making</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7 Adobe XD Evangelist</td>
<td>UX &amp; Graphic Design</td>
<td>Expert</td>
<td>3 times / week</td>
<td>YouTube, previously Twitch</td>
<td>Teaching/Making</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8 Adobe Designer</td>
<td>UX &amp; Graphic Design</td>
<td>Expert</td>
<td>Daily - Weekly</td>
<td>YouTube, previously Twitch</td>
<td>Teaching/Making</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Self-reported background information about the eight creative livestreamers we interviewed. “Skill” refers to the streamer’s skill at the type of creative work they stream. After interviewing the streamers, we determined the structure type of their most frequent streaming style.
One emerging practice is livestreaming portfolio critiques. Like a call-in radio show or newspaper advice column, a few people get direct feedback, and many people benefit through over-the-shoulder learning. This form of learning can be extremely beneficial [14]; it is notable that there is a streaming audience that seeks it out. Similar to shows and columns, streamers have the challenge of selecting which submission(s) to critique. P2 initially handled this with chat but was quickly overwhelmed by the number of messages. To address this, he found and installed a widget\(^7\) to help him select submissions and allow users to pay a small amount to have their work critiqued. While valuable, it takes time and effort to manage such tools. This also exacerbates streaming’s already “fragmented technology ecosystem” [15].

Aside from the three Adobe participants who stream as part of their jobs, none of the participants currently stream as a major income source. Though these participants were not primarily motivated by monetary gain, two mentioned that it was a significant secondary benefit, e.g., P4 said, “it doesn’t matter how good my work gets if I don’t actually market myself.” Many streamers in other domains (especially video games) also aim to grow their audience and make money [20]. P1’s sought to eventually be a self-sustaining artist; she emphasized that her primary goal was building the audience and creating a positive community; “I believe that the audience brings [financial benefits].” P3 wished it was easier for viewers to donate. Compensation is possible on some platforms (e.g., Twitch) but requires configuration.

**Moderators & hosts alleviate common challenges for artists**

A big part of engaging with the audience is interacting via the chat window with viewers’ questions, comments, and feedback. Most participants said they sometimes have trouble keeping up with the chat as it requires switching focus from their creative work. This split-attention challenge echoes previous findings for programming [2] and culture-sharing [15] streams. P5 even said, “I usually put a warning beforehand that I’m not the most talkative while I’m drawing but I try to check up on the chat as often as I can.” For P3 who streams on a smartphone, it is even harder to pay attention to chat, as it requires stopping her performance and coming up close to the camera.

Moderators are one way to alleviate this challenge for viewers. In large gaming livestreams, trolling is common; many streamers have dedicated moderators whose main role is to ban or time-out people posting inappropriate content and enforce a streamer’s community guidelines [13, 24, 25, 30]. Trolls are seen less often in smaller livestreams, yet still appear; 5/8 participants have dedicated moderators. As prior work has shown [13, 25, 30], employing successful moderators requires significant preparation; streamers must work with moderators to develop guidelines, and they must constantly work to make sure their judgments align. P1 and P2 echoed these challenges: P1 has spent significant time making a document of guidelines for her moderators. P2 has not, and as a result finds that their judgments do not always align: “They might want to ban someone that I think is fine, or they might not ban someone that I think should be banned.”

While moderators can help enforce basic rules and keep the chat constructive, they usually do not support streamers’ engagement with their audience. Viewers often have questions, feedback, and suggestions for the streamer; these are easily missed. Some moderators do engage in the chat [30] but they require training in order to answer questions on behalf of the streamer (e.g., P1’s moderators). In addition, some streamers find it difficult to talk out loud to their viewers: both P4 and P5 said they would like to have others to talk with, as they did not want to fill the silence alone; “I’m mostly intimidated by the idea of me having to fill a lot of void space” (P4). While P4 used Discord and P5 sometimes used join.me for voice chat, these require extra work on the part of the streamer, and sit outside of the main livestream platform.

A different facilitation role that Adobe streams employ to address these challenges are hosts. *Adobe Live* streams feature paid hosts who keep the artist and audience engaged, help artists feel confident, and help them focus on their work. The host watches chat messages come in, says hi and responds out loud to viewers’ messages, and decides which of viewers’ questions to ask to the artist. As P7 put it, the host is the “representative for the chat.” Hosts strive to keep viewers engaged by asking the chat questions and including viewers’ names when they respond to them. Hosts also strive to keep the artist engaged and talking. As P6 put it, “the last thing you want is dead silence.” This can be difficult when the artist is shy or quiet, so hosts have picked up tricks such as asking the artist about themselves, choosing questions from the chat that are likely to start a conversation, and switching the feed briefly over to their computer to show a relevant tip or trick.

**Different platforms bring different audiences**

Some participants stream on multiple platforms. Some start streaming on one platform and then switch to another. This brought up interesting trade-offs between different types of livestreaming platforms. Besides mobile platforms being simpler than desktop, different platforms also bring different audiences. P6 and P8 used to stream on Twitch before Adobe’s livestreaming community started. They explained that Twitch is a general-purpose platform dedicated to livestreaming. It attracts people who generally enjoy livestreams and may be interested in creative work but are less often professional. On Twitch it’s harder to attract people who are less familiar with livestreams, perhaps because of unique specific features such as “emotes”; as P1 explained, “if you are in the ecosystem you’re really happy with it, and if you’re not in the ecosystem it’s bizarre.”

*Adobe Live* is an example of a professionally-managed livestream aimed at a company’s customers. As a result, it tends to attract aspiring designers and creatives who use the software being shown and want to learn how to produce better work. It also attracts more people who are not familiar with livestreaming, as it is shown on platforms that also include other forms of media (Behance and YouTube). A challenge with platforms like this is that “people might not really get... why watch a livestream” (P2), as it is not yet widely understood.

---

\(^7\) [streamlabs.com/widgets](https://streamlabs.com/widgets)
Finally, platforms like Picarto focus specifically on creative livestreaming. These attract viewers dedicated to the topic, which can make conversations more focused. The challenge with specific platforms like these (at least in an era where the phenomenon is still growing) is that fewer people have heard of them, so it can be harder to attract viewers. For this reason, P5 switched to Twitch. Indeed, Picarto generally has 100-200 streams live at any given time, which is considerably less than the Art section alone on Twitch (which has over 300).

The type of creative work being done also affects the audience. For participants who do visual art such as drawing or use creative software, their streams tend to be of the Making or Teaching type, and their audiences mainly comprise other artists or people interested in learning the skill. For P3 who streams Performing content on Facebook, her audience mainly consists of friends and fans. These viewers enjoy watching the performance and being a part of live music, but are not necessarily looking to learn music themselves.

Amount of preparation depends on stream type & preferences
While gaming livestreamers can simply turn on their screen and begin playing a game, creative streaming often requires more preparation. 6/8 participants said they prepare before beginning a livestream. Four of these primarily run Teaching streams; the other two primarily run Making streams. For Teaching streams (P2, P6, P7, and P8), the streamers spend time before the stream going over what they will show. For Making streams, P1 and P5 spend time on the early stages of their creative work. In addition to preparing content, livestreaming (especially on desktop platforms) also requires technical setup. Most participants who stream on desktop platforms said this takes time: setting up cameras and microphones, organizing windows across multiple displays, and testing the output.

Most Teaching streams require some content preparation, much like how course instructors make lesson plans. Socializing streams likely require little-to-no preparation, as the content of these streams is mainly driven by conversation with viewers. For example, P2 sometimes streams casual Q&A streams on Instagram, enjoying their spontaneous nature: “you just go live.” For Making and Performing, preparation time depends on the streamer. Some streamers also announce beforehand that they will stream so that viewers can plan to tune in. For casual Performing streams like P3’s, all she has to do is turn on the camera and position it. But rehearsed performances require practice beforehand. P4 said he typically only plans his Making streams 5 minutes before starting, and will start drawing from scratch on the stream. P8, who used to do more Making streams, also did not prepare: “it’s as if I am opening up my sketchbook and my friends are there.” Other Making streamers like P1 and P5 prefer to start their work before beginning a stream.

Several participants emphasized that some activities make for more engaging livestreams than others. Both P1 and P5 said their streams are most successful when they do initial sketching beforehand, then spend the stream filling it in and coloring. This is because the early ideation stages involve more problem-solving and deep thinking: “to be able to put that full energy ... to get through the failures and to find the successes – I can’t multitask it.” P5 also felt this early stage was less appealing for audiences: “For a long while they’re going to have to look at a blank sheet of white ‘paper’ so they don’t really see the sketches right away ... I think that loses their attention.” P2, when asked why he doesn’t livestream his video editing process, he said he tried it but it was too difficult to focus: “when you’re video editing you need to listen to music and focus ... when you’re streaming you need to be engaging with the chat.” This echoes previous findings for knowledge-sharing [17] and programming [2] streams; streamers often prepare beforehand to ensure that the content being streamed will be entertaining for viewers and will not require too much focus on the streamer’s part.

Permanence of livestream archives affects performance
We found that the ability to archive livestreams significantly affects how streamers perform. Several interviewees mentioned that attentiveness to viewers of a future recording influenced their choices in the moment. P5 said he sometimes records learning-focused livestreams that are meant to be useful as replays, and he interacts less with viewers during those streams. P2 often deletes or hides his completed livestreams because they look less polished than his regular tutorial videos. P4 and P5 don’t archive their videos, as “[livestreaming is] more of an in-the-moment [thing]” (P5).

WHY DO PEOPLE WATCH CREATIVE LIVESTREAMS?
Every livestream needs an audience. To understand the motivations and challenges of viewers, we conducted three surveys over 1.5 years with 165 people: two with Adobe Live viewers; one with viewers of any creative livestreams on the Web. All three surveys were voluntary. We found that creative livestream viewers watch streams primarily for learning and inspiration; community engagement and entertainment were also popular reasons for watching streams. Compared with prior work on livestream viewers in other domains, inspiration is a much more prominent theme in these survey responses.

Survey methodology
The first survey with Adobe Live viewers (S1) was posted periodically in the chat and overlaid on the stream for four months (August - December 2017). It asked about viewers’ experience with creative software, the reasons they watch creative livestreams, what other creative livestreams they watch besides Adobe Live, and how Adobe Live streams could be improved. 98 people completed this survey.

A year later, Adobe Live had changed considerably: more frequent streams, more audience interaction, and wider and more regular marketing. In January 2019, we conducted S2 to gain additional insights about viewer motivations and challenges, focusing especially on the live chat experience. The survey was sent directly to previous winners of Adobe’s Daily Creative Challenges who also showed up regularly in past chat logs of Adobe streams. 41 people completed this survey.

Finally, to zoom out and capture a broader range of creative livestream viewers, we conducted a third survey (S3) with viewers of creative livestreams on any platform. The survey was disseminated with a snowball method, via the researchers’
personal social media accounts. Participants were required to have viewed creative livestreams before, which were defined as “activities such as visual art (drawing, painting, etc.), crafts, music performance, cooking, DIY projects, programming, etc.” This survey asked viewers about the streams they watch, motivations for watching them, examples of things they learned from them, what else they do while watching, and on which platforms they watch. 26 people completed this survey.

**What do people watch, and where?**

The most popular platform overall was YouTube (74), with Twitch second (30) (Table 4). This is likely skewed by the fact that Adobe Live is on YouTube. S3 had a smaller sample size but found YouTube and Twitch to be equally popular.

S3 respondents listed content genres they frequently watch live. Categories that came up more than once were programming (11/26), cooking (6/26), digital art (i.e., digital painting, photo editing) (5/26), music (4/26), physical artwork (i.e. drawing, painting) (3/26), 3D modeling (2/26), and DIY (2/26).

Viewers watch for learning and inspiration

Viewers responded similarly about motivations in all three surveys. Despite the differences in sample sizes and populations, this suggests that Adobe Live viewers’ responses may often align with viewers more broadly. Across all three surveys, learning was the most common reason people chose for watching creative livestreams (Figure 6). While learning has also been found to be an important goal for viewers in other domains such as gaming, the primary goal most often cited in prior work is entertainment [1,2,8,15,17,29]. This difference may be due to the prevalence of Teaching livestreams in creative communities.

Almost all free-form elaborations on viewer motivation mentioned learning. Unlike tutorials and lecture videos, livestreams offer direct interaction with the streamer and other viewers, improving the learning experience [2,15]. In this way they go beyond just learning content and catalyze “mentorship communities” of people with similar interests [2]. Learners can follow along like an apprentice in a studio, asking questions in the moment. This ability to see authentic, worked examples from start to finish reveals how the streamer makes decisions and recovers from errors [2]. Viewers often use the knowledge and techniques they learn from creative livestreams to inform their own work, as many S1 respondents stated in free-form responses. S3 asked for specific examples; 50% of respondents provided one. They include adopting new techniques such as photo editing operations, trying out a streamer’s creative style for things like musical playing or code commenting, and learning how to achieve a specific goal like fixing a hole in a sweater.

In addition to learning, many also reported watching for inspiration / motivation. With one exception [1], primary work has not reported inspiration as a goal. Cheung & Huang [1] describe “the Inspired” as one of nine personas for gaming livestream viewers; watching someone stream the game inspires them to play it themselves. However, a large majority of gaming stream viewers watch for entertainment, learning, or providing commentary. While inspiration can be beneficial in many genres, we believe it is especially salient in creative livestreams due to inspiration’s value for creative work [7].

In both S1 and S3, inspiration was the second most popular motivation for watching creative livestreams. In addition, 27% (26/98) of S1 respondents specifically mentioned inspiration or motivation in free-form responses. 10% (10/98) also mentioned that the videos helped increase their own motivation and confidence as artists. As one respondent explained, “I like watching artists work because it takes the mystery out of what they do.” Another said, “Watching experts make mistakes gives me confidence.”

![Figure 6](image)

**Figure 6.** All three surveys asked why people watch creative livestreams, allowing them to select all answers that applied from a list. This figure shows all responses chosen by at least 15% of respondents in each survey.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Survey 1</th>
<th>Survey 2</th>
<th>Survey 3</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>n = 98</td>
<td>n = 41</td>
<td>n = 26</td>
<td>n = 165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YouTube</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twitch</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facebook</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Periscope</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instagram</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phlearn</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. All platforms listed more than once in at least one survey by respondents when asked where they watch creative livestreams.
Creative work is often a solo activity, and its nebulous nature can make it hard to stay motivated as an artist, often causing creative “blocks” such as writer’s block. Watching someone else work can motivate viewers to keep going, as well as give them new ideas to try. Respondents in all three surveys mentioned this in free-form responses. For example, one S1 respondent said they watch livestreams for “getting myself inspired and hyped before I start working.” An S3 participant said, “It’s fun seeing someone else’s creative process, and usually motivates me to do my own side projects.”

Viewers also watch for community and entertainment

People watch all kinds of livestreams for entertainment [1, 2, 8, 17, 29]. It may be the streamer’s personality or style, the chat, or the content itself. People also watch livestreams for community. Viewers often feel emotionally attached to the streamer [9, 29], enjoy connecting and conversing with other viewers [8, 15, 16], and enjoy being able to influence the streamer’s content or process in real time [17]. Livestream communities often lead to longer-term chat groups on other platforms [2, 17].

All three surveys found community and entertainment to be secondary motivations (Figure 6), showing that these are also important motivators for creative livestream viewers. Several S1 respondents valued the company of other creative people while they worked alone. To investigate this further, Surveys 2 and 3 asked what people do while watching livestreams (multiple choice). 68% (28/41) of S2 respondents said they watch while doing creative work. 69% (18/26) of S3 respondents said they watch while working on something, and 31% (8/26) said they work on a similar task as the streamer. In this way, creative livestream communities offer a virtual co-working space for people who would otherwise be working alone.

Respondents in all surveys specifically mentioned that the combination of learning and entertainment was what drew them to livestreams. This echoes Lu et al.’s findings with knowledge-sharing streams [17]: they are appealing because they disseminate knowledge in a more relaxed, casual way than tutorials or lecture videos.

What are the challenges for viewers?

S1 and S2 asked how the viewing experience might be improved. The most popular suggestions had to do with interactivity and engagement between the streamers and the chat. 17% (7/41) of S2 respondents said their questions often get lost in the chat. Busy chat feeds are a problem in other types of livestreams as well [18], but can be especially frustrating for viewers seeking to learn and ask questions. Two respondents in S1 wished that hosts would interact more with the chat, and three others emphasized hosting skill, saying that the best hosts are able to keep the conversation interesting and interact meaningfully with the audience. Two respondents in S2 wished there were more ways to involve the chat, e.g., through quizzes or polls. Finally, several respondents mentioned that the experience watching replays could be improved; one S1 respondent said a summary document with important links and tips could help with reviewing the stream later, and three S2 respondents wished they could view the chat and somehow be involved in the stream when watching replays. This agrees with Lu et al.’s findings [16] that it can be hard to learn from a stream after the fact, as navigation options are usually limited.

OPEN QUESTIONS AND OPPORTUNITIES

This paper’s surveys and interviews uncovered the many goals and motivations streamers and viewers have for creative livestreams. We also found that existing platforms do not support all these goals or offer help when goals conflict. We highlight areas for future research by asking three open questions.

How might creative livestreams better engage viewers?

In line with prior work, we found that creative streamers primarily interact with audiences through live text chat. Most interview participants mentioned difficulty keeping up with this chat, even though these streams are generally much smaller than video gaming streams. Sometimes, conflicting viewer goals can hinder the chat experience. Learners’ questions can get lost in the many lines of text written by viewers who are there for social engagement. Streamers often enhance chat interaction using chat bots (one popular example is Nightbot)8 and install widgets to provide contests and other interactivity, but these take extra work to create, integrate, and manage.

Augment chat functionality

One approach for enhancing streamer-audience engagement might be to provide separate channels for different types of chat (as one S2 participant suggested). For example, learners could post questions in one channel while social banter happens in another.

Another approach could be to design more ways for viewers to communicate beyond text. Novel livestreaming interfaces allow audiences to participate in video games alongside a streamer, by drawing directly on the streamer’s screen to suggest moves and voting on the streamer’s next move [12], or even participating directly in the game as a side character [3]. Creative livestreams may especially benefit from similar interactions. For example, viewers could annotate a streamer’s work directly to ask a question about a particular section or provide feedback. Streaming platforms could also make it easier for streamers to set up polls without needing to spend too much extra time preparing them (e.g., detecting when the streamer poses a question and automatically creating a poll).

Democratize the role of a host

As our interviews demonstrated, having an extra person present on a stream as a host can be immensely helpful for artists. Having someone always watching the chat can alleviate this responsibility from the streamer when there are a large number of viewers, but even when viewership is small, having someone to ask questions and engage the artist in discussion can help keep a stream interesting. While moderators can address some of these challenges, by current conventions they typically do not, and not all streamers have the time or experience to find and train reliable helpers (e.g., P2). How might we democratize the experience of having supportive hosts or facilitators?

8nightbot.tv
One solution could be to take advantage of the auditory modality to mitigate the limited attention and screen space that streamers have when focusing on creative work. P4 suggested a text-to-voice service to read out chat messages so he doesn’t have to look up from his work to answer questions, but noted that such a service would need to understand his own preferences so it could appropriately triage the chat, highlighting only important or relevant questions and comments. Such a tool might also help streamers feel more like they are participating in a conversation rather than one-way communication.

Another challenge is to create tools to help streamers troubleshoot their technical setup in lieu of trusted moderators or hosts. While streaming from mobile platforms has become as easy as pressing “go live,” many interview participants described spending a lot of time experimenting with technical settings to ensure that screencasts and camera views are clear and detailed, audio is on and good quality, and background music is at an appropriate volume. Three interview participants mentioned that a system that could automatically help with this setup (or give feedback on the quality of their setup) would save substantial time and effort.

Allow searching by goal

Future work might explore how to match audiences to the right streams in the first place, like Sjöblom et al. suggest for gaming [27]. Current platforms typically allow viewers to find streams based on textual metadata, like the category and title. Platforms could allow streamers to make their goals for a stream explicit and searchable, so that those seeking to learn new skills could easily find Teaching streams, and those seeking to hang out with others could directly visit Socializing streams. In addition, platforms could enable or disable different modes of audience interaction depending on a stream’s goals. Future research could explore what kinds of audience interaction best benefit different types of streams.

How might we make creative work more “performable”??

Several interview participants mentioned that they were not comfortable streaming certain parts of their creative process, because they worried it would not engage the audience, or because it required their full focus. They would instead work on these parts offline to prepare for streams. Programming streamers face a similar tension between sharing their realistic process (including difficult and less-exciting parts like debugging) and keeping the audience entertained [2]. Some artists (like P4) are comfortable sharing their entire process from the beginning. For many viewers, it can be inspiring and educational to watch an artist go through the early ideation stages, but these parts of the process may need extra work to explain to audiences, as they feature a lot of internal reflection and messy iteration [22]. It is possible that more automated facilitation (as discussed previously) may allow artists to focus more on their work when it needs their full attention. How else might livestreaming platforms better support sharing all parts of the creative process? Are there ways to make the early stages of creative work more “performable” for audiences?

How might we support watching livestream archives?

On some platforms, such as Instagram, livestreams disappear shortly after they finish. On others, like YouTube and Facebook, they are re-playable archives that show up in search results alongside other videos. In between, platforms like Twitch archive videos for a limited time (14 or 60 days depending on account type); these archives are rarely re-watched [10], as the affordances for finding them are limited. While popular livestreams on YouTube continue to accrue views after they are archived, several survey participants mentioned the viewer experience is poor because the videos are long, have limited navigation, and include long periods of downtime and conversation with the then-live chat [16]. Twitch viewers can create “clips” and streamers can create “highlights” of interesting moments, but they must remember to do so, and such moments can seem out-of-context when viewed on their own.

To make the most of the knowledge and experiences shared in creative livestreams, future work might explore how livestream archives could be more interactive and navigable. A relevant example is StreamWiki [16], where viewers collaboratively summarize a stream as it occurs. What might such a summary look like for a creative stream? How can we capture the moments of insight and inspiration for archive viewers without requiring them to watch all the downtime and unrelated conversation? In addition, live summarization would be useful for both replays and viewers entering a stream in the middle. Automatic summary could help viewers catch up quickly and help them get a sense of whether a stream fits their goals.

CONCLUSION

This paper presented the first broad look at creative livestreams, a growing medium where artists share their creative process live online. We conducted a content analysis of livestream archives, interviews with 8 streamers, and online surveys with 165 viewers. Four common types of creative livestreams emerged: Teaching, Making, Socializing, and Performing. Varying streamer and viewer goals accompany each. Finally, we proposed open questions for future work to better understand and support creative livestream communities. These communities have exploded in popularity, and as they continue to grow it will be important to design platforms to support their needs. We believe that telepresent creative work will only get bigger from here, as people have more ways than ever to share their passions with the world.
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